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INTRODUCTION 
Wigner distribution (WD) is an effective tool for characterizing non-stationary signals 
where different frequency components arrive at different times. WD was proposed in 1932 
by Wigner with applications in quantum mechanics [1]. WD offers high frequency 
resolution, and satisfies important properties such as marginals and time/frequency shifts. 
However, in spite of these advantages, WD creates spurious frequency information (cross-
terms) when it is applied to signals consisting of multiple echoes or to a signal corrupted by 
noise. The cross-terms interfere with and often mask the true time-frequency information 
associated with echoes of interest Due to the random and complex nature of backscattered 
ultrasonic echoes, and because the echoes are not exactly Gaussian in shape, the WD of 
ultrasonic signals is corrupted by the cross-terms. In this paper, singular value 
decomposition (SVD) is used to analyze and reduce the cross-terms. 
PROPERTIES OF WIGNER DISTRIBUTION 
The cross Wigner distribution of two continuous signals f(t) and g(t) is defined as [2-4]: 
(1) 
The auto Wigner distribution of a continuous signal f(t) becomes: 
(2) 
WD has certain properties that makes it attractive in both theoretical analysis and 
practical implementation. It is especially advantageous in analyzing dispersive signals in 
which different frequency contents arrive at different times. Inherent to WD is the presence 
of spurious frequency information, referred to as cross-terms which is manifested when WD 
is applied to ultrasonic signals consisting of multiple echoes or to a signal corrupted by noise. 
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The bilinear property can be used to address the effect of cross-tenns. If a signal is the 
superposition of two signals f(t) and g(t), then the auto WD of this signal is given by: 
WDr+g(t,oo) = WDr(t,oo) + WDa<t,oo) + 2Re[WD r.g (t,oo)] (3) 
Where WDr.a(t,oo) is the cross Wigner distribution of two signals f(t) and g(t). Often, this 
cross-tenn creates new frequency components which makes the analysis of multi-component 
signals difficult. 
In order to examine the properties of WD, several ultrasonic signals are simulated and 
their WDs are evaluated. The first signal examined here is a Gaussian function modulated by 
a cosine function with a frequency of 10 MHz and a sampling rate of 100 MHz ( Figure la), 
the signal can be mathematically expressed by the following generalized equation, 
(4) 
The WD of this signal is given below and is displayed in Figure lb. 
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This figure indicates that the WD of a Gaussian function is Gaussian in both time and 
frequency. Note that in this figure, T represents time, and F represents frequency. The 
frequency content of this modulated Gaussian function is then estimated using the first 
moment of the WD, 
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(6) 
As shown in Figure lc, the single frequency component 10 MHz in the signal is reflected as 
20 MHz because of the multiplication process in the calculation of the WD. The fluctuations 
at both ends in the time axis ( 0 < t < 0.5 X 10-6 and 2 x 10-6 < t < 2.5 X 10-6 ) are 
introduced because there are virtually no signals present. 
The next example is a linear frequency modulated signal (i.e., chirp signal) which can 
be expressed as the following: 
(7) 
The WD of this signal can be readily found as: 
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=- e e a (8) 
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Figure 1. a) An ultrasonic echo, b) The WD of the echo shown in figure a, c) Frequency 
estimate as a function of time. 
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Figure 2a presents an example of the chirp signal. The WD function of the chirp signal is 
shown in Figure 2b from which the relationship of the frequency component as a function of 
time is clearly revealed. Figure 2c gives the frequency estimate of the chirp signal. 
The effect of the cross-terms can be examined using a signal consisting of two 
Gaussian echoes separated in time and modulated by a 10 MHz cosine function as shown in 
Figure 3a. Figure 3b is the WD of this signal in which the cross-terms are significant, 
although the frequency contents are still well concentrated. This implies that if two Gaussian 
echoes are too close they will not be distinguishable in the WD due to the cross-terms. In 
this case, the frequency estimate is nevertheless very accurate except in those regions where 
there are no signals (Figure 3c). 
The above examples demonstrate the effect of cross-terms of the WD when applied to 
multi-component signals. If these signals are also corrupted by noise, the WD will include 
more cross-terms attributed to the noise. In order to eliminate or reduce the cross-terms, the 
SVD method is used, and the derived basis functions are exploited for the cross-terms 
reduction and for time-frequency representations of ultrasonic signals. 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF WlGNER DISTRlBUTION 
Assume that an ultrasonic signal backscattered from any complex structured material 
can be expressed as the superposition of N Gaussian echoes: 
(9) 
where, Sj(t) - Aj e -aj(t-tj) ejO>j t and Aj is a weighting coefficient, U j is a constant 
inversely proportional to the bandwidth of the signal, (0 j is the center frequency and tj is 
the location of the echo. Note that the real part of this function is a Gaussian function 
modulated by a cosine function. The analytical solutions of the WD of an N-component 
signal (which is defined as follows) can be obtained as [5] 
(10) 
The auto-terms of the WD are: 
N 1!:It - (0)-",; )' WD (tw) = ~ _A.ze~a;(t-t;)'e Za; 
YN 'auto-term. 4 1 
1=1 U i 
(11) 
and the cross-terms of the WD are: 
N 1 N ~6 a;aj(c;+cj)' ~ ~ :It - 4(a.+a.) -
= 4. 4 ---e 'J e 
1=1 j =1+1 U i + U j 
(12) 
where, C. = 2(t - t) ; 
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Figure 2. a) An ultrasonic dispersive echo (raised cosine chirp function), b) The WD of the 
echo shown in figure a, and c) Frequency estimate as a function of time. 
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Figure 3. a) Two ultrasonic echoes having the same frequency, b) The WD of echoes 
shown in figure a, and c) Frequency estimate as a function of time. 
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Once we have obtained the solutions for the auto-terms and cross-terms of the WD of 
ultrasonic echoes, the SVD can be used to decompose the auto-terms of the WD and to obtain 
the basis functions which represent the true time-frequency information of ultrasonic echoes. 
N 
WDyN(t,w)auto_term = ~AiNUiN(W)ViN(t) (13) 
The SVD theorem gives the following properties: 
(14) 
and 
N fWD YN (t, t) auto- term dt = .2 A iN 
1= 1 
(15) 
where, A iN ' UiN and YiN are the ith singular value and ith basis functions for an N-
component ultrasonic signal. Using the above properties, the singular values and basis 
functions for an N-component ultrasonic signal can be obtained [5]: 
(16) 
N _ ..2.... ~ «0-(0,)' 
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-1 
(17) 
(18) 
The constants Cid and Did can be obtained by SUbstituting Equations 16-18 into Equation 
13 and satisfying the equality for different values of time and frequency. Equations (17) and 
(18) indicate that when an ultrasonic signal has a Gaussian envelope, it's basis functions 
(singular vectors) are also Gaussian functions; and for an ultrasonic signal which is the 
superposition of N Gaussian shaped echoes, basis functions are the superposition of the N 
Gaussian functions. This phenomenon is very useful, since it means that the basis functions 
of the auto-terms of the WD of multi-frequency-component ultrasonic signals remain the 
same shape as the original signals, and that the basis functions of the cross-terms of the WD 
do not have this characteristic. Therefore, this property can be used to suppress the cross-
terms introduced by the WD of the multi-frequency ultrasonic signals and can also be used to 
reduce the clutter noise caused by the microstructure scattering. The technique for the cross-
terms suppression is straightforward: first find the Gaussian-shaped basis functions and their 
corresponding singular values, then utilize the singular value decomposition formula defined 
in Equation (13) to reconstruct the improved WD of the multi-component signals. 
The SVD of WD has application in ultrasonic signal spectral representation and flaw 
detection. Figure 4a displays an experimental ultrasonic signal which include an echo from a 
defect. Figures 4b displays the image of the WD. From this figure it is clear that the time-
frequency representation of the flaw echo is masked by the cross-terms generated from the 
grain noise, and the location and frequency of the flaw can not be detected from these plots. 
By just using the first singular value, and the corresponding basis functions, a significantly 
enhanced WD can be obtained (see Figure 4c). The reconstructed WD clearly shows the 
information pertaining to the location and frequency of the flaw echo. 
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Figure 4. a) Experimental ultrasonic backscattered echoes including a flaw echo, b) The WD 
image of signal shown in figure a, and c) Modified WD image using the first singular value. 
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CONCLUSION 
Due to the bilinear property of the WO, this time-frequency distribution function 
creates unwanted cross-terms. In this study, we modeled the ultrasonic backscattered echoes 
to obtain the analytical solutions for the WO, and then, the singular value decomposition 
properties have been utilized to decompose the WD. The SVD allows the WD to be expressed 
in terms of the summations of the basis functions and the singular values. We have found 
that the basis functions corresponding to the cross-terms are always oscillating, while the 
others corresponding to the true time-frequency representation of ultrasonic echoes have 
Gaussian shape. Furthermore, the WO of a single echo can be completely represented by 
only one singular value and associated basis functions. Using these properties, we can 
reconstruct the time-frequency representations by selecting only the limited number of basis 
functions and singular values, which are corresponding to the true information of ultrasonic 
echoes. Then, the resulting representation can effectively reduce the cross-term interference 
of the original WD. Both computer simulated data and experimental measurements are used 
to demonstmte the importance of the SVD of WO. Therefore, this method is promising and 
feasible in the evaluation of ultrasonic backscattered echoes. 
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